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We are thrilled to be partnering with EJ Victor brand on the J. Banks Collection and look
forward to working with each of you as we promote this versatile collection

We know and understand hospitality but see the need to create designs that are at home in
a residential setting as well as in a commercial space. Our hospitality projects are known
for blending the look of residential with the scale and functionality of hospitality.

Focusing on our own experience with what we could not find in the marketplace, we
worked with Product Development to achieve timeless upholstered and case goods that
can work in any setting, both in hospitality and in residential projects. Focusing on scale,
function, flexibility, or additional options for pieces that we often use, our first collection
has come together.

The following pages introduce each piece with a few notes that we hope will be useful
selling points for you.

Joni Vanderslice
President
J. Banks Design Group



Gorman Sectional

Sectionals are used to divide spaces and invite lounging. The extra 
wide surround provides additional casual seating.

 110”W 48”D 30”H
 Sleek lines
 Multifunctional design: features a solid back & sides that are 

wide enough to use as additional casual seating



Alyssa Tufted Loveseat 

The Alyssa Loveseat has a dramatic high tufted back which is
balanced by a practical width to fit in a variety of spaces. This
taller back loveseat is ideal to use in rooms with high ceilings.

 60”W 45”D 47”H



Royer Bunching Tables

The Royer Bunching Tables can be grouped to create a large
coffee table area or dispersed and used as occasional or end tables.

 40”W 20” D 16” H 
 20”W 20” D 16” H
 Available in Square and Rectangle
 Mitered edge detailing



Roger End Tables

 36”W 16”D 26”H
 Left facing and Right facing
 Nightstands or End Tables
 Bronze bracket detailing on corners



Carson Cantilevered Chair

The Carson Cantilevered Chair is a nod to the International Style.
This curvaceous piece is made with bentwood veneer and inlaid
brass.

 32"W 39"D 29"H
 Curvaceous 
 Inlaid Brass & Brass Feet



Jennifer Sofa-Skirted

 86"W 39.5"D 37"H
 Bench Seat
 Slender arm with beautiful curves
 Fabric from 200+ recycled plastic bottles!



Simpson Cocktail Table

 64"W 39"D 18"H
 Exaggerated spool detail
 Thick, hearty top



Cassie Wing Chair

 33.5"W 33"D 43.5"H
 Rolled back
 Great leg detail
 Perfect occasional chair!



Kathy Round Center Table

 42"W 42"D 30"H
 Amazing, intricate base with gold detailing



Trask Club Chair

 30"W 32"D 32"H
 Beautiful brass detail with wrap around back 
 Deep seat with kidney pillow
 Comfortable for all!



Donna Side Table

 33"W 33"D 29"H
 Thick, pedestal base with step details



Trask Occasional Chair

 23.5"W 26.76"D 35"H
 Beautiful brass detail with wrap around back 
 Great for an extra chair in a small space!



Basirico Stacking Chair

The Basirico Dining Chair functions effortlessly as an elegant
upholstered stacking chair, with attention to style and detail.

 23.5"W 25.5"D 38.5"H
 Elegant, upholstered dining chair with stacking capabilities 



Kathy End Table

 30"W 30"D 29"H
 Amazing, intricate base with gold detailing



Lydia Scatter Table

 20"W 20"D 20.5"H
 Perfect side table for anywhere



Blake Occasional Table

 18"W 17"D 21.5"H



Pikey Occasional Table

 18"W 17"D 21.5"H



Forrestall Communal Table

The Forrestal Communal Table, with its large-scale spooled legs, 
is flexible enough to be used as a breakfast or dining table.  

 96"W 43"D 42"H
 A grand, counter-height table with gorgeous spiral leg detail
 Wood detailing on base and top



Beaver Bar Stool

 27.5"W 24"D 51.5"H
 High-back with rounded sides



Neiderer Cane Back Chair

 35"W 33"D 35"H
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